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SonificationSonification, Music and, Music and
EmotionEmotion

nn SonificationSonification
nn What is it?What is it?
nn How is it used?How is it used?

nn Music and EmotionMusic and Emotion
nn How are they linked?How are they linked?

nn Combination of Combination of SonificationSonification and Music and Music
nn What tools exist?What tools exist?
nn Where is the research heading?Where is the research heading?



SonificationSonification
nn Definition:Definition:

nn The use of non-speech audio to conveyThe use of non-speech audio to convey
information.information.

nn Categories:Categories:
nn EarconsEarcons
nn Auditory IconsAuditory Icons
nn Parameter MappingParameter Mapping



EarconsEarcons
nn Hierarchy of soundHierarchy of sound

nn Timbre: high-level organizational conceptsTimbre: high-level organizational concepts
nn Rhythm & Tempo: relative levels or quantitiesRhythm & Tempo: relative levels or quantities
nn Pitch: state of subcomponentsPitch: state of subcomponents

nn Pros:Pros:
nn Easy to produceEasy to produce
nn Abstract (good for Abstract (good for ““virtualvirtual”” things) things)

nn Cons:Cons:
nn Difficult to learnDifficult to learn
nn Standardization is essentialStandardization is essential



EarconsEarcons

nn ExamplesExamples……
nn Brewster examplesBrewster examples
nn Windows Media Player Windows Media Player playlistsplaylists



Auditory IconsAuditory Icons

nn ““Real-WorldReal-World”” sounds sounds
nn Same as visual icons, only auditorySame as visual icons, only auditory……

nn Pros:Pros:
nn Can be easier to learn than Can be easier to learn than earconsearcons

nn Cons:Cons:
nn Difficult to create/modifyDifficult to create/modify
nn May also have learning processMay also have learning process



Auditory IconsAuditory Icons

nn ExamplesExamples……
nn Windows Windows ““themesthemes””
nn Mac startup and shutdownMac startup and shutdown



Parameter MappingParameter Mapping

nn Mapping data to soundMapping data to sound
nn Pros:Pros:

nn Present detail lost visuallyPresent detail lost visually
nn Cons:Cons:

nn Difficult to map appropriatelyDifficult to map appropriately



Parameter MappingParameter Mapping

nn ExamplesExamples……
nn Chemistry modelingChemistry modeling
nn Seismic data analysisSeismic data analysis
nn Process monitoringProcess monitoring



Music and EmotionMusic and Emotion

nn Basis for a connection:Basis for a connection:
nn Neurological basisNeurological basis
nn Developmental studiesDevelopmental studies
nn Cross-cultural studiesCross-cultural studies



Music and EmotionMusic and Emotion
nn Components and their effectsComponents and their effects

nn Chord tones: consonance, dissonanceChord tones: consonance, dissonance
nn TempoTempo

nn Rapid --> Slow (anger, happiness, solemnity, tenderness,Rapid --> Slow (anger, happiness, solemnity, tenderness,
sadness)sadness)

nn AmplitudeAmplitude
nn Loud: anger, happinessLoud: anger, happiness
nn Moderate:Moderate:
nn Soft: tenderness, fearSoft: tenderness, fear

nn Articulation: legato, staccato, Articulation: legato, staccato, ritardandoritardando



Music & Music & SonificationSonification

nn Importance of emotion on decision-Importance of emotion on decision-
makingmaking
nn DamasioDamasio,, Bechara Bechara

nn Approaches:Approaches:
nn Mapping notesMapping notes
nn Mapping tracksMapping tracks


